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Control Security, Connectivity and Compliance in the Amazon Cloud

The Vyatta Network OS delivers advanced network security and connectivity 
functionality in a cloud-ready, virtualization optimized, software appliance. Vyatta’s 
on-demand software approach to cloud security offers AWS users the ability to 
build and secure complex n-tier networks. Much more than a simple gateway or 
firewall solution, the Vyatta Network OS offers enterprise-class stateful firewall, 
IPsec VPN, SSL-based OpenVPN, secure web filtering, dynamic routing, Policy-Based 
Routing and more to enable complete control of network security and connectivity 
in the Amazon VPC environment.

As enterprises explore cloud projects in Amazon VPC they may find the constraints 
of Amazon’s basic network offering do not align with their network topology 
requirements. The Vyatta Network OS for Amazon overcomes these limitations 
by delivering an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) that includes a complete network 
operating system encompassing routing and security to expand users topology 
options and more closely replicate a multi-tiered enterprise network architecture 
in the cloud. Examples include creating full hybrid VPN topologies between an 
Amazon VPC and other VPC instances, datacenter locations, other private or public 
clouds and the remote and mobile workforce. The Vyatta Network OS puts network 
design control back in the hands of the user allowing enterprise users to meet 
corporate security and compliance policies in an external public cloud environment.

“In moving to the Amazon cloud, 
we wanted to create a secure test 
environment for our engineers to 
connect to, but not change any 
on-site equipment,” said Howard 
Kolodny, Vice President of IT at Z 
Gallerie.

“Vyatta brought improved 
networking and security to our 
cloud, enabling our team to cut 
the time needed to push code to 
the stage environment from 6 or 
7 hours to less than an hour,” said 
Balaji Thirumeninathan, Manager 
of Application Development at Z 
Gallerie.

 Z Gallerie, a leading home décor 
and furniture retailer, which was 
looking to leverage Amazon VPC 
as a test bed for deployment of 
eCommerce sites, required a 
scalable VPN solution to securely 
connect remote developers 
around the world. Vyatta enabled 
Z Gallerie’s administrators to 
scale IPsec and SSL-based VPNs 
as needed, resulting in improved 
collaboration among the company’s 
offshore and on-shore developers.

Vyatta Network OS for Amazon 
Cloud enables companies, such 
as Z Gallerie, to benefit from 
customer controlled advanced 
networking functionality in 
the Amazon cloud that delivers 
the flexibility to address their 
network topology requirements. 
Among the benefits of Vyatta are 
its scalable VPN, Layer 2 cloud 
bridging, VPC to VPC VPN 
tunneling and more.

Common Vyatta Use Cases in Amazon VPC
Scalable VPN: The Vyatta Network OS eliminates per-tunnel licensing schemes. A 
single Vyatta license enables administrators to scale IPsec and SSL-based OpenVPN 
Virtual Private Networks without paying the per-tunnel VPC connection fee.

VPC-to-VPC VPN Tunneling: Deploying Vyatta in the Amazon Cloud allows users to 
extend IPsec and SSL VPN secure connectivity between VPCs in different Amazon 
AWS regions.

NAT + Stateful Firewalling: Add multiple source and/or destination NAT + stateful 
firewall instances to hide private address space and only allow access to public-
facing subnets.
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Create Multiple Subnets Within Your VPC
» Build tiered network within your VPC

» Enforce security policies and compliance

» Replaces Amazon option of using a Linux instance for NAT 

» Firewall, VPN, NAT and routing as a software instance

Securely Connect VPC to VPC
» Securely network VPCs - within and between regions

» IPsec VPN connectivity between VPCs, along with firewall, NAT and 
routing 

Connect Multiple Sites - IPSec or OpenVPN
» Secure remote connectivity

» Use IPsec or SSL based OpenVPN

» Use Vyatta as a VPN concentrator 

» Interoperability with any standards-based VPN vendor

» VTI support for routed tunnels and application of policies to VPN (NAT, 
ACLs, QoS, PBR . . .)

Layer 2 Cloud Bridging
» Extend your datacenter into Amazon with a virtual Layer 2 

network

» Securely connect physically separate networks

» Allow bursting of compute into the Amazon cloud
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FLEXIBLE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

SUBSCRIPTION-BASED SECURITY

VIRTUALIZATION OPTIMIZED

COMPLETE IP ROUTING  AND SECURITY

Network Connectivity 
At the core of the Vyatta system is 
a complex routing engine with full 
support of IPv4 and IPv6 dynamic 
routing protocols (BGP, OSPF, RIP). 
Vyatta systems include support for 
802.11 wireless, Serial WAN Interfaces 
and a wide variety of 10/100 thru 10Gb 
Ethernet NICs.

Firewall Protection 
The Vyatta firewall features IPv4/
IPv6 stateful packet inspection to 
intercept and inspect network activity 
and protect your critical data. Vyatta 
advanced firewall capabilities include 
stateful failover, zone and time-based 
firewalling, P2P filtering and more.

Additional Protection  
Vyatta systems offer an additional level 
of proactive threat protection with 
integrated secure web filtering rules 
available as Vyatta PLUS subscription 
services. 

Secure Connectivity 
Establish secure site-to-site VPN tunnels 
with standards-based IPSec VPN 
between two or more Vyatta systems 
or any IPSec VPN device. Or provide 
secure network access to remote 
users via Vyatta’s SSL-based OpenVPN 
functionality.

Traffic Management 
The Vyatta system provides a wide 
variety of QoS queuing mechanisms 
that can be applied to inbound traffic 
and outbound traffic for identifying 
and prioritizing applications and traffic 
flows. 

High Availability 
Mission critical networks can deploy 
Vyatta with the confidence that high 
availability and system redundancy 
can be achieved through a number 
of industry standard failover and 
configuration synchronization 
mechanisms. 

IPv6 Compatibility 
Vyatta Subscription Edition software 
is the only software-based routing 
and security solution with proven IPv6 
functionality and interoperability, 
ensuring a future-proof investment 
in a solution that offers a simplified 
migration path from IPv4 to IPv6.

Administration & Authentication 
Vyatta systems can be managed through 
our familiar network-centric command 
line interface, web-based GUI or 
through external management systems 
using Vyatta’s Remote Access API. All 
network management sessions can be 
securely managed using SSHv2, RADIUS 
or TACACS+.

Vyatta Network  
OS Highlights

» Performance Optimized VMs

» Complete Layer 3+ OS

» Stateful Firewall

» IPSec & SSL-based OpenVPN

» Secure Web Filtering

» VMware, XenServer/Xen,  
   Microsoft Hyper-V, 
   Red Hat KVM Ready

» Remote Access API

» Riverbed RSP Ready

Subscription  
Support Packages

SILVER:

» Vyatta Software Updates

» Security Alerts & Patches

» Bug Fixes

» Proactive Notifications

» Online Documentation

» Knowledge Base Access

» 5 X 12 Phone Support

» Web-based Ticketing

» Customer Hot Fixes

» Case SLA - Severity Based

» Vyatta University Training  
   Getting Started Bundle

» Professional Level  
   Certification (2 people)

GOLD: 
Silver Features Plus

» 7 X 24 Emergency Phone

» Case SLA - Priority Response

» Expert Level Certification  
   (4 people)

The Vyatta Network OS is a scalable, integrated, enterprise-class networking solution that delivers advanced 
routing and network security functionality for physical, virtual and cloud networking environments. The Vyatta 
Network OS includes dynamic routing, stateful firewall, VPN, threat protection, traffic management and more in a 
package that is optimized to take advantage of multicore x86 processing power, common hypervisor platforms and 
emerging cloud architectures. All features are configured through Vyatta’s familiar, networking-centric CLI, web-
based GUI or third party management systems using the Vyatta REST-based Remote Access API. 


